
***   We also have smaller wedding packages starting at $400 to fit everyone's budget  ***

This entertaining package will give your wedding that extra

something to motivate your guests to have fun.  It includes a

ten foot lighting truss filled with club lighting, four uplighting

fixtures to light the tripod covers in delightful rich colors, and 

two wireless microphones for toasts and speeches.

$750

All packages are five hour packages. Custom packages also available! 

$900

$1,100

provide a rich, full sound for you and your guests.  It includes

This is our simple but very elegant wedding package which will

It includes a tripod with four different styles of effects lights plus

two wireless microphones for your toasts and speeches.  This is a  

This wedding package includes elegance with a touch of fun.

compact but powerful package with lighting for smaller venues.
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two wireless microphones for your toasts and speeches.  This is a  

very compact system for those looking for small and elegant.

FMSOUND Productions
231 Bohrs Lane

Tower City, PA  17980
Phone: (717) 215-9678



plus two wireless microphones for toasts and speeches.

uplighting fixtures to light up your venue in vibrant colors,

$1,350
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This is our most popular wedding package  because it includes

our famous elegant look, a ten foot lighting truss filled with 

club lighting, 4 regular uplighting fixtures and 4 intelligent

6 moving head dance light fixtures, a monogram lighting fixture, and a backlit glowing DJ

$1,550

This wedding package will stun your guests with its shear elegant look.  The elaborate truss

system will get the party started with club lighting, 4 scrim uplighting fixtures, 4 intelligent

uplighting fixtures, 6 pinbeam uplighting fixtures to enhance your venue's appearance,

facade, plus two wireless microphones for toasts and speeches.



$150

$50 and up

$250

We offer much more than we can list - just ask us and we can do it for you!

$100

Wedding Package Additions

$150

$250 - $450
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All of our wedding clients will receive a six page planner, wedding worksheet, floor plan layout sheet, 
ceremony and reception song idea list, a contract and more.  When you hire FM Sound Productions you 
will also have 24 hour access to your DJ via phone, text, and email.  We are a full production company 
which means if you don't see it, just ask us, we have access to much more than we can list.

A $250.00 non-refundable deposit is required to contract FM Sound Productions and the balance is due 30 days prior to the wedding.


